Background: Visual perception involves information flow from lower-to higher-order cortical areas, which are known to process different kinds of information. How does this functional specialization arise? As a step toward addressing this question, we combined fluorescent retrograde tracing with in vivo two-photon calcium imaging to simultaneously compare the tuning properties of neighboring neurons in areas 17 and 18 of ferret visual cortex that have different higher cortical projection targets. Results: Neurons projecting to the posterior suprasylvian sulcus (PSS) were more direction selective and preferred shorter stimuli, higher spatial frequencies, and higher temporal frequencies than neurons projecting to area 21, anticipating key differences between the functional properties of the target areas themselves. These differences could not be explained by a correspondence between anatomical and functional clustering within early visual cortex, and the largest differences were in properties generated within early visual cortex (direction selectivity and length preference) rather than in properties present in its retinogeniculate inputs. Conclusions: These projection cell groups, and hence the higher-order visual areas to which they project, likely obtain their functional properties not from biased retinogeniculate inputs but from highly specific circuitry within the cortex.
Introduction
Modular functional organization is a fundamental principle of cortical processing [1] . In primates, more than 30 specialized visual cortical regions are recognized, and they are organized into a loose hierarchy of ascending receptive field size and complexity [2] [3] [4] . In other species, such as carnivores, a number of homologous cortical areas have been described, and similar organization principles appear to hold [5, 6] . At the first stage of visual cortical processing, it is thought that functional specialization such as orientation selectivity arises through a combination of biased inputs arriving from thalamus [7] and elaboration and refinement of these biases by intracortical connectivity [8, 9] .
Whether similar principles underlie the generation of functional specialization in higher cortical areas remains unknown. As a step toward addressing this issue, we have developed a method to test whether functional biases exist in the response properties of neurons in a lower-order cortical area that project differentially to either of two higher-order cortical areas downstream. By combining dual retrograde fluorescent labeling, which allows cells with distinct projection targets to be visualized in distinct colors, with in vivo two-photon calcium imaging, which makes it possible to characterize the tuning properties of those retrogradely labeled cells, we were able to directly compare the tuning properties of these two sets of projection neurons in primary visual cortex simultaneously and at single-cell resolution.
Of several high-order visual cortical areas that have been described in carnivores, we focused on two areas that receive direct projections from primary visual cortex and are at similar, intermediate stages of the visual processing hierarchy in the ferret, posterior suprasylvian sulcus (PSS) and area 21 . PSS of ferrets is homologous to the posteromedial lateral suprasylvian area (PMLS) of cats [10] [11] [12] and is therefore a likely analog of monkey medial temporal cortex (MT) [5, 6, 13] ; cells in PSS and PMLS are highly direction selective, show strong end suppression (i.e., the extension of stimuli outside of their receptive field centers inhibits their activity), and prefer high temporal frequencies [14] [15] [16] . Area 21 of ferrets is homologous to area 21a of cats [15, [17] [18] [19] and is therefore a likely analog of monkey V4 [6] ; cells here are less direction selective, show length summation rather than length suppression (i.e., their responses increase monotonically with bar length), and prefer lower temporal frequencies [16, 20, 21] . We found that these differences in receptive field characteristics in PSS and area 21 are foreshadowed by biases in the tuning properties of spatially interleaved visual cortical neurons that project differentially to these two areas, supporting the hypothesis that the principles underlying the generation of functional specialization in higher-order cortical areas are similar to those that have been proposed for lower-order areas.
Results
To identify those neurons in early visual cortex that project to PSS versus to area 21, we injected a retrograde tracer (cholera toxin B, or CTB) conjugated to one of two different fluorescent markers (Alexa Fluor 555 or 594), one into area PSS and the other into area 21 of ferret visual cortex (see Experimental Procedures; see also Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S1 available online). Injections were made at matched cortical locations representing similar, central locations of the visual field [19] . After neurons were retrogradely filled (5-12 days after the injection; see Table S1 ), we implanted a cranial window over posterior visual cortex, bulk loaded a region of either area 17 or area 18 containing both sets of retrogradely filled cells with the calcium indicator dye Oregon green 488-BAPTA, and characterized their activity in response to visual stimuli using in vivo two-photon imaging ( Figure 1) .
As expected from the anatomy of feedforward projections in cat visual cortex [22, 23] , most of the retrogradely labeled cells in areas 17 and 18 were found in layers 2/3, whose depth from the cortical surface (w120-300 mm) was accessible with twophoton calcium imaging. Importantly, in most animals, it was possible to locate one or more 250 3 250 mm imaging regions containing cells projecting to each area, which allowed for within-animal comparisons between projection cell types and controlled for other factors that might affect neural responses, such as eccentricity and depth of anesthesia.
In each animal, we assigned each imaging site to either area 17 or 18 (see Figure 1A ) based on its distance from the posterior pole of cortex, its overall spatial frequency preference, and its retinotopy [24, 25] (see Figure S1 and Table S1 ). Taken as a whole, spatial and temporal frequency preferences tended to be lower, and direction selectivity tended to be higher, in area 18 than area 17 (see Figures S2-S5) . However, the differences that we observed between projection cell types were consistent within each imaging site, irrespective of its location (see Figures 2, 3 , 4, and 5); thus, data from areas 17 and 18 are grouped together for statistical power in the analyses comparing the tuning preferences of cells projecting to PSS versus those of cells projecting to area 21 (comparisons are also shown separately for imaging sites in area 17 versus area 18 in the Supplemental Information). Below, when the two areas are grouped together, we refer to them as ''area 17/18'' [26] .
Direction and Orientation Selectivity
Direction and orientation selectivity were characterized by presenting gratings whose drift direction abruptly changed by 10 each second. PSS-projecting and area 21-projecting cells were identified, and a harmonic regression model was fit to their responses to this periodic stimulus (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figures S1G and S1H). Cells projecting to PSS were significantly more direction selective than cells projecting to area 21 (Figures 2A-2C ), whether the cells were located in area 17 or area 18 (Figures S2A, S2B, S2D, and S2E). Calculating the direction selectivity index (DSI) of each cell using the vector average of responses in all directions, the mean and standard error of the mean of the DSI of PSS-projecting area 17/18 cells (138 cells from 13 imaging sites in 11 ferrets) was 0.25 6 0.01, and that of area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells (113 cells from 10 imaging sites in 9 ferrets) was 0.17 6 0.01 (t test, p < 10 28 , treating cells from all imaging sessions as independent samples). This difference was confirmed using another common method of assessing direction selectivity, by comparing the peak responses in the preferred versus nonpreferred direction: DSI p = (P 2 N)/ (P + N), where P is the response in the preferred direction and N is the response in the nonpreferred direction. The mean DSI p of PSS-projecting cells was 0.28 6 0.02, and that of area 21-projecting cells was 0.16 6 0.01 (t test, p < 10 29 ). These results support the results of an electrophysiology study in macaques showing that MT-projecting cells are more strongly direction selective than the average V1 cell [27] ; we extend these results to a new species using a different technique, and we directly and simultaneously compare two homologous cell types that are known to be spatially intermingled within early visual cortex but that differ in their projection targets.
The location of the injection sites and imaging chamber was consistent across animals, so that the imaged cells in areas 17 (G) Calcium responses of individual neurons were obtained using two-photon imaging while parameterized visual stimuli were presented to the animal. Two channels, one configured for visualizing OGB and one for visualizing CTB-594, were imaged simultaneously during stimulus presentation. A ''functional map'' was created by collapsing these two-channel images across time. For data analysis, the average time series of the OGB fluorescence within each cell, bandpass filtered to reduce slow drift and highfrequency noise, was used to obtain the cell's tuning function. Two examples of direction tuning curves are shown, one from an area 21-projecting cell (circled in blue) and one from a PSS-projecting cell (circled in red) that were imaged in the same region in response to the same stimuli. The blue trace is the mean and the gray cloud is the standard error of the response to each direction (with the preferred direction centered at 90 ); the black trace is the tuning curve fitted with a harmonic model. See also Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S1 . and 18 had similarly located receptive field eccentricity (approximately 0 to 15 azimuth and 0 to 215 elevation; see Figure S1A ). Nevertheless, because tuning preferences are known to vary across the surface of areas 17 and 18 in ferrets [25] and the number of cells in one cell group was not necessarily the same as the number of cells in the other cell group at a given imaging site, it was important to control for variability in tuning properties across animals and across imaging sites. Thus, we also tested whether the observed differences between projection cell types also exist within individual imaging sites. For each imaging site in which at least one cell of each type was imaged ( Figure 2D ), we computed the mean DSI of the PSS-projecting cells and the mean DSI of the area 21-projecting cells and used these two DSIs as one set of data points in a paired t test. Across the ten imaging sites in which both cell types were imaged, PSS-projecting cells had a significantly higher DSI than their neighboring area 21-projecting cells (p < 0.05). Thus, PSS-projecting cells were more direction selective than area 21-projecting cells, even when these neurons were spatially intermingled within the same 250 3 250 mm imaging region. (D) Within-site analysis of DSI. Each ''barbell'' represents one imaging site; the dots without bars come from sites in which only one cell type was imaged. The size of each dot reflects the total weight contributed by that cell group in that imaging site (i.e., the number of cells 3 the mean weight of the cells). The darkness of each line indicates the total weight from both cell groups, which was used to weight that imaging site in a paired within-site t test (see Experimental Procedures). PSS-projecting cells were significantly more direction selective than their neighboring area 21-projecting cells (p < 0.05). +0.05 < p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.001. See also Figure S2 . PSS-projecting and area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells did not differ in their orientation selectivity (Figures 2A and 2B ). The mean of the orientation selectivity index (OSI) of PSSprojecting cells was 0.50 6 0.01, and the mean OSI of area 21-projecting cells was 0.49 6 0.01, as measured using the vector average of responses in the 180 centered around the preferred direction. This was confirmed using another common method of assessing orientation selectivity, the half-width at half-height of the orientation tuning curve: the mean halfwidth at half-height for PSS-projecting cells was 36.5 6 0. 5 , and the mean for area 21-projecting cells was 35.3 6 0. 7 . These differences were also not significant.
Length Tuning
Length tuning was characterized by presenting one cycle of a grating at the optimal orientation for the imaging region and varying its length using an episodic paradigm (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figures S1I and S3K) . The integral of a difference of Gaussians was fit to each cell's response to the different lengths [28, 29] . The preferred length (the length at the peak of the fitted curve) and end-suppression index (ESI, the percent by which the response to the longest length is suppressed relative to the preferred length) were then obtained for each cell and compared across cell groups. Area 17 cells projecting to area 21 preferred longer stimuli than area 17 cells projecting to PSS (Figures S3A and S3B) , as (F) Within-site analysis of LPI also did not reveal a significant difference between cell groups imaged from the same site. +0.05 < p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.001. See also Figure S5 . did area 18 cells ( Figures S3F and S3G) , and when cells in area 17 and 18 were grouped together (Figure 3 ), the differences in length preference between the two projection cell types were strongly statistically significant. The mean of the preferred length of area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells (29 cells from 4 imaging sites in 4 ferrets) was 19.7 6 2.2 , and that of PSSprojecting area 17/18 cells (49 cells from the same 4 imaging sites in 4 ferrets) was 10.1 6 1.7 (t test, p < 0.001, treating cells from all imaging sessions as independent samples). Additionally, the mean ESI of the area 21-projecting cells (23.0% 6 4.6%) was significantly lower than that of PSS-projecting cells (40.1% 6 5.9%; t test, p < 0.05). These differences in length preferences were also consistent within individual imaging sessions (Figures 3D and 3F 
Spatial Frequency Tuning
Spatial frequency (SF) tuning was characterized by presenting a grating at the optimal orientation and temporal frequency for the imaging region and varying its SF using an episodic paradigm (see Figures S1I and S4K) . Each cell's SF tuning curve was fit to a difference of Gaussians centered at 0, representing the power spectrum of the center and surround of the receptive field [30] . The preferred SF (the SF at the peak of the fitted curve) and a low-pass index (LPI, the difference in the response to low versus high SF, normalized by the peak height) were then obtained for each cell and compared across cell groups.
Area 17/18 cells projecting to PSS had different SF preferences than area 17/18 cells projecting to area 21 ( Figures 4  and S4A-S4J ), though these differences were smaller than the differences in direction selectivity and length tuning. The mean of the preferred SF of PSS-projecting area 17/18 cells (74 cells from 9 imaging sites in 8 ferrets) was 0.144 6 0.008 cycles/ , and that of area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells (103 cells from 10 imaging sites in 9 ferrets) was 0.120 6 0.013 cycles/ . This difference in peak SF preference did not reach significance when treating all cells from all imaging sessions as independent samples, or within imaging sessions (t test, p = 0.057; Figure 4D ). However, the area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells were slightly but significantly more low pass (LPI = 0.477 6 0.030) than the PSS-projecting cells (0.381 6 0.029; p < 0.05) when treating all cells as independent samples ( Figure 4E ) and within individual imaging sessions ( Figure 4F ; within-site paired t test, p < 0.05).
Temporal Frequency Tuning
Temporal frequency (TF) tuning was characterized by presenting a grating at the optimal orientation and SF for the imaging region and varying its TF using an episodic paradigm (see Figures S1I and S5K) . The responses were fit to the same tuning curve model used for SF, a difference of Gaussians centered at zero, and the preferred TF and LPI were compared across cell groups.
Area 17/18 cells projecting to PSS preferred higher TFs than area 17/18 cells projecting to area 21 ( Figures 5 and S5A-S5J ), though these differences were also less robust than the differences in direction selectivity and length preference. The mean preferred TF of PSS-projecting area 17/18 cells (49 cells from 7 imaging sites in 6 ferrets) was 3.54 6 0.33 cycles/s, and that of area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells (70 cells from the same imaging sites) was 2.75 6 0.26 cycles/s (t test, p < 0.05, treating all cells from all imaging sessions as independent samples). The mean LPI of the PSS-projecting cells (0.136 6 0.042) and area 21-projecting cells (0.217 6 0.042) showed a trend in the same direction (area 21-projecting cells preferring lower TFs), but this difference did not reach significance (p = 0.086). The within-site differences also did not reach significance ( Figures 5D and 5F ).
Anatomical and Functional Clustering
To test whether the observed relationship between functional properties and anatomical projection target could be explained by overlapping patterns of functional and anatomical clustering in area 17/18, we measured for each imaging site the degree of anatomical and functional clustering and tested for a correspondence between the two (Figure 6 ). To test for anatomical clustering ( Figures 6A-6C ), same-group and different-group anatomical clustering ratios (ACRs) were compared for each imaging site containing at least two cells in each projection target group. Of the nine such imaging sites in which DSI was measured, the same-group ACRs were significantly higher than the different-group ACRs in three imaging sites (see Figure S2G for each site's p values), indicating that cells with the same projection target tended to be nearer to each other than cells with different projection targets in those three imaging sites. The imaging sites in which length, SF, and TF preference were assessed contained many of the same cells as one another and as the DSI sites, because multiple functional features were measured for each imaging site; however, the locations of the cell centers might have shifted and cells might have appeared or disappeared over time due to drift in the depth of the focal plane, so ACRs were also measured for these sites to allow for a comparison between functional and anatomical clustering within each imaging site. Of the 19 functional measure/imaging site combinations, 6 were significantly anatomically clustered ( Figure S6 ).
To test for functional clustering in each imaging site (Figure 6D) , the absolute difference in the tuning for the measured parameter in that imaging site was computed for each nearestneighbor cell pair, and its p value was obtained by comparing the mean difference to a bootstrapped null distribution. For imaging sites in which DSI was measured, the weighted mean DSI difference among nearest neighbors was significantly lower than expected by chance in 4 of the 13 imaging sites ( Figure S2G ), indicating that cells nearer to each other in those imaging sites tended to have similar direction selectivity. None of the 6 imaging sites in which length preference was measured had significant functional clustering for preferred length, 4 of the 10 imaging sites in which SF was measured had significant functional clustering for preferred SF, and 1 of the 8 imaging sites in which TF was measured had significant functional clustering for preferred TF ( Figure S6 ).
In the two imaging site/functional parameter combinations that were significant for both anatomical and functional clustering ( Figures 6A and 6B) , we tested for a significant correspondence between functional and anatomical clustering by comparing same-group to different-group nearest-neighbor functional differences ( Figure 6E ). The nearest-neighbor functional differences between cell pairs from the same anatomical group were not significantly different from the nearest-neighbor functional differences between cell pairs from different anatomical groups (DSI: weighted t test, p = 0.79; TF: weighted t test, p = 0.65); thus, although anatomical and functional clustering were both observed independently, there was no evidence for a correspondence between them in any imaging site.
Discussion
These results demonstrate that two populations of projection neurons that are spatially intermingled within early visual cortex have different sets of response properties that relate to the function of their respective projection targets. A previous elegant but difficult study had reported that V1 cells in macaques projecting to MT were more direction selective than the average V1 neuron by combining single-cell electrophysiological recording in V1 with antidromic stimulation in MT [27] . However, of the 745 neurons recorded in V1, only 12 were found to be antidromically activated from MT, and data were successfully collected from 9 of them. Our method provides a more powerful way to probe the relationship between anatomical connectivity and physiology simultaneously for large populations of individual neurons with known spatial relationships and multiple known projection targets.
In the present study, we found that PSS-projecting and area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells in ferrets exhibit differences in direction selectivity and stimulus length preferences, and to a lesser degree in temporal frequency preferences, that reflect the reported tuning properties of cells in their projection targets. It would be ideal to quantitatively compare the differences in tuning properties of these input cells to the tuning properties of their targets using the same methods; however, a direct comparison would be difficult because it would require recording the responses of identified pre-and postsynaptic partners. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the same stimuli could elicit robust responses in all three areas, given that tuning is known to evolve across steps in cortical processing, and in different ways along the dorsal and ventral pathways [2] [3] [4] . Although some properties of higher cortical areas are anticipated by area 17/18 responses, not all properties are equally anticipated: area 17/18 cells that project to PSS versus area 21 are most distinguished by direction selectivity, followed by length summation (or end stopping), spatial frequency selectivity, and temporal frequency selectivity. One property is seemingly anomalous: we find that PSS-projecting cells tend to prefer higher spatial frequencies than area 21-projecting cells, whereas cat PMLS cells are reported to have larger receptive fields than area 21a cells at matched receptive field eccentricity [15] . Our results therefore indicate that although biases exist in the tuning properties of cells in lower cortical areas depending on their higher-order projection targets, these input biases are further summed, amplified, and reshaped by target area circuitry [7, 8, 31] . Although we examined small (250 3 250 mm) regions of early visual cortex, we found no evidence for a correspondence between functional and anatomical clustering; i.e., in imaging regions that were significantly clustered both anatomically and functionally, neighboring cell pairs with the same projection targets did not have more similar tuning than neighboring cell pairs with different projection targets. In the absence of clustering correspondence, how might such precise, cellspecific functional-anatomical ''sorting'' arise?
It has been proposed that information channels originating in the retina maintain at least partial segregation through V1 into higher cortical processing streams [17, 32, 33] ; however, mounting evidence argues against this possibility [34] [35] [36] . To the extent that PSS can be considered a part of the dorsal processing stream, and area 21 a part of the ventral processing stream, our findings provide further evidence against this hypothesis: the largest differences between PSS and area 21-projecting area 17/18 cells were in those functional properties that are thought to be cortically generated (direction selectivity and length preferences), not in the properties thought to be attributable to X versus Y channel inputs (spatial and temporal frequency preferences) [37, 38] . Furthermore, if we take the longer length preferences and tendency toward lower spatial frequency preferences of area 21-projecting cells as compared to PSS-projecting cells as evidence for larger receptive fields (or weaker surround inhibition), then these differences are in the opposite direction of those predicted by segregated X versus Y channel inputs.
Another possible source of the projection target-specific tuning biases in early visual cortical cells is spatially precise feedback from the higher-order areas to which they project. Indeed, well-specified functions in higher-order areas can contribute to the functional specialization of their inputs: training an artificial neural network to produce desired inputoutput transformations can create apparent ''tuning'' in the hidden layer [39, 40] , and the tuning of randomly selected subsets of neurons in monkey motor cortex can be altered by changing the way their spiking activity is decoded downstream in a brain-computer interface [41] . Such feedforwardfeedback interactions might play a crucial role in creating the functional biases present in the inputs to a cortical area.
The biases arising within early visual cortex might be elaborated in their target structures to generate stronger functional specialization by utilizing ubiquitous connectivity principles, similar to the way slight biases in orientation selectivity present in retinal and lateral geniculate nucleus cells [42, 43] are sharpened in V1 into strong orientation tuning by combining feedforward and recurrent inputs with the spike threshold [7] [8] [9] . Consistent with this proposal, we find that the direction selectivity of PSS-projecting area 17/18 cells is higher than area 21-projecting cells, and it is reported to be higher still within PSS [14] . Furthermore, there is evidence that biased inputs can contribute to the emergence of new computations across a single step of visual processing. For example, a large fraction of cells in monkey MT can resolve the aperture problem [44] and signal the global motion direction of a plaid pattern [45] despite the fact that V1 cells, even those projecting to MT, only signal the directions of its individual components [27, 45] ; it has been proposed that global motion selectivity in MT can arise from component-selective V1 inputs if they are direction selective and end stopped [46, 47] . Here, we provide evidence supporting the mechanisms proposed in such models by showing that area 17/18 inputs to PSS (the ferret analog of MT) are indeed more direction selective and more end stopped than area 17/18 inputs to area 21 (the ferret analog of V4). The methods used here could be expanded to other sensory modalities and higher cortical areas to further support or constrain models of how new computations emerge across stages in cortical processing.
Experimental Procedures
Animals and Tracer Injection Surgery Experiments were performed on 12 male ferrets 41-78 days old at the start of the experiment. All experimental procedures were approved by the MIT Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and adhered to National Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines. Pressure injections of tracer were made along the mediolateral extent of PSS (see Figure S1 ) and, in 10 of the 12 animals, along the mediolateral extent of area 21. PSS and area 21 were visually identified.
Two-Photon Imaging
Approximately 7 days after tracer injection, the functional properties of retrogradely labeled cells in area 17/18 were characterized using twophoton calcium imaging [48, 49] . A region in the cranial window was located that contained tracer-filled cells of both projection cell types, and two z stacks were taken from the cortical surface to 250-300 mm below the cortical surface, each with excitation and filter settings optimized for one of the tracers. Freshly prepared calcium indicator dye (Oregon green 488-BAPTA, OGB) was injected w200 mm below the cortical surface at the chosen imaging site. Another set of z stacks was taken with an additional channel for imaging OGB, and an imaging depth was selected that contained a large number of traced cells. 256 3 256 pixel (w250 3 250 mm) images were captured from this plane at 1 Hz while visual stimuli were presented on an LCD monitor placed w10 cm in front of the animal.
Direction and orientation selectivity A ''periodic'' stimulus presentation paradigm was used for assessing direction and orientation selectivity: continuously drifting gratings were presented whose orientation and drift direction changed by 10 increments every second. Each trial consisted of three cycles around the circle, and trials were repeated 3-10 times during the course of an experiment. The drift-corrected, smoothed fluorescence time series for each cell were concatenated across trials and a tuning curve was obtained by fitting a harmonic regression model [50] (see Figures S1G and S1H) . The direction selectivity index (DSI) was obtained from the fitted tuning curves using a vector average of the responses over the whole tuning curve, and separately by comparing the heights of the peaks in the preferred and nonpreferred direction (DSI p ). An orientation selectivity index (OSI) was computed using a vector average of the 180 of the direction tuning curve centered around the preferred direction, and separately as the half-width at halfheight of the fitted curve.
Length, Spatial Frequency, and Temporal Frequency Tuning An ''episodic'' stimulus presentation paradigm was used to assess length, spatial frequency (SF), and temporal frequency (TF) tuning. In each trial, stimulus ''off'' periods alternated with stimulus ''on'' periods in sets of four frames. In each ''on'' period, the parameter whose tuning function was being measured (length, SF, or TF) varied along a log 2 scale while the rest of the parameters were held constant. Trials were repeated 6-10 times during the course of an experiment. Response amplitudes for each parameter value were obtained by fitting the filtered, baseline-corrected fluorescence signal with a sinusoid whose period matched the stimulus on/off cycle and whose amplitude reflected the cell's response to the stimulus (see Figure S1I) , and tuning curves were obtained from these amplitudes by weighted least-squares regression to a difference of Gaussians (DoG) model for SF and TF tuning [30] , or to the integral of a DoG model for length tuning [28] (see Figures S3-S5 ). The peaks of these tuning curves and a ''low-pass index'' characterizing their asymmetry around the peak were compared between cell groups.
Statistical Analysis
Instead of ignoring across-cell variability or simply discarding cells whose responsiveness to the parameter of interest did not exceed some arbitrary threshold, we weighted each cell in the statistics by its responsiveness to the parameter of interest (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Weighted t tests were used to compare response preferences across groups, first treating all cells across all imaging sites as independent samples. Second, to control for factors that might affect neural responses, such as eccentricity of a given imaging site or the animal's depth of anesthesia, we also tested whether differences between cell groups existed within each imaging site: for each tuning parameter being compared, the weighted mean was obtained for each of the two cell groups in each imaging site that had at least one cell of each type. Each imaging site's pair of means was then used as one sample in a paired t test, weighting each imaging site by the total number of cells in that imaging site. Tests for anatomical and functional clustering are described in detail in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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